TO: Lawrence Williams, Chair
   Undergraduate Committee

FROM: Charles Peters, Chair
       Degree Programs and CB03 - 2

SUBJECT: Subcommittee Report

DATE: February 17, 2014

The Degree Programs and CB03 subcommittee 2 recommends approval of the following new courses, course changes and catalog changes.

UC12409 BIOE 3340: Quantitative Physiology. Change in prerequisites.

UC12410 BIOE 3341: Biothermodynamics. Formerly BIOE 3440. Change in title, credit hours, description.


UC12417 BIOE 3197: Selected Topics. Change in description. Open to BIOE majors only.

UC12418 BIOE 4197: Selected Topics. Change in description. Open to BIOE majors only.

UC12452 PETR 5304: Change in title, description, prerequisites.

UC12740 Updates to B.S. in Mechanical Engineering. Catalog changes. New courses have already been approved. No change in the total number of hours.

UC12559 DAN 2217: Jazz II. Change in description.

UC12560 DAN 2304: Dance Kinesiology. The Study of the Body in Motion as It Relates to Dance. New course. Previously taught as a topics course.

UC12561 DAN 2308: Design Elements for Dance. Formerly THEA 2333. Change in prefix, title, description. THEA 2333 should be deleted.


UC12563 DAN 3308: Dance Production. Formerly DAN 3208. One additional credit hour.

UC12564 DAN 3312: STOTT PILATES Intensive. New course. “postual” should be “postural”.

UC12565 DAN 4302. Change in prerequisites.
UC12572 ENGL 3358: Hong Kong Cinema. New course. Previously taught as a topics course.

UC12573 ENGL 4353: Senior Writing Projects in Creative Writing: Fiction. Change in title, description, prerequisites.

UC12574 ENGL 4354: Senior Writing Projects in Creative Writing: Poetry. Change in title, description, prerequisites.

UC12575 ENGL 4391: Advanced Community Engagement/Service Learning. New course. Previously taught as a topics course.

UC12576 ENGL 4396: Senior Experience Seminar Topics. Change in title, description.

UC12606 KIN 2108: Weight Training and Aerobic Fitness. Change in description.


UC12609 KIN 3360: Professional Preparation for Sport Administration. Change in description.

UC12610 KIN 4355: Administration of Sport and Physical Activity. Change in title and prerequisites.

UC12611 KIN 4365: Legal and Ethical Aspects of Sport. Change in title.